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Niniejszy escape room składa się z siedmiu zadań, które możesz dowolnie skomponować we 

własny Escape Room lub do pracy metodą stacji dydaktycznych: 

1. Scottish symbols 

2. Scottish sayings 

3. Famous Scots 

4. What not do do in Scotland 

5. Blog entry 

6. Scottish grammar 

7. Scottish secret words 

SCOTTISH SYMBOLS 

To zadanie polega na odczytaniu kodu QR i dopasowanie ukrytego pod nim zdjęcia do 

podpisu. 

HASŁO: THE NATIONAL ANTHEM OF SCOTLAND 

 

SCOTTISH SAYINGS 

To zadanie polega na dopasowaniu powiedzenia szkockiego do jego angielskiego znaczenia, 

układając przy tym domino. 

 

HASŁO: HAGGIS IS DELICIOUS 



FAMOUS SCOTS 

To zadanie polega na dopasowaniu nazwiska do osiągnięć. 

1. Bonnie Prince Charlie - initiated the Jacobite uprising of 1745, was defeated at the 

battle of Culloden 

2. Tilda Swinton - starred as the White Witch in the Chronicles of Narnia series 

3. Gordon Brown - was the UK Prime Minister from 2007 to 2010 

4. David Livingstone - explored Africa in order to find the sources of the NIle River 

5. Alexander Selkirk - was a Scottish sailor, he was the inspiration for Daniel 

Defoe’s  “Robinson Crusoe” 

6. Robert Louis Stevenson -  wrote ‘Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde” 

7. Gordon Ramsey - a famous British chef born in Scotland 

8. Sean Connery  - starred as James Bond and the father of Indiana Jones 

9. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle - wrote short stories about the detective Sherlock Holmes 

10. Ewan McGregor - starred as the young Obi-Wan-Kenobi in the Star Wars series 

11. David Hume - was a famous Scottish philosopher of the Enlightenment 

12. Alexander Fleming - discovered Penicillin 

13. William Wallace - led a revolt against the English, he was the hero of the famous film 

“Braveheart” 

14. Adam Smith - was known as the Father of Modern Economics, authored 'An Inquiry 

into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations' in 1776 

15. Mary Stuart - Queen of Scots, was executed by order of Elizabeth I  

16. Robert Burns - was a Romantic poet, he wrote “Auld lang Syne” 

17. James Watt - created an efficient steam engine 

18. J. K. Rowling - is the author of the Harry Potter series 

19. Andy Murray - is a professional tennis player from Scotland 

20. Sir Walter Scott - was a historical novelist, playwright and poet, he wrote e.g. Ivanhoe 

and Rob Roy 

21. Tony Blair - was the UK Prime Minister from 1997 to 2007 

 

HASŁO: DR LIVINGSTONE I PRESUME 

 



WHAT NOT TO DO IN SCOTLAND 

W tym zadaniu należy zeskanować kod QR, obejrzeć krótki filmik i odpowiedzieć na pytania. 

1. The man went to Scotland on a _ trip.  BUSINESS 

2. He advises American tourists not to try to _ in, because their accents will reveal them 

immediately. .BLEND 

3. You stick out like a _ _ as an American tourist. SORE THUMB 

4. In the word _ the letter G is silent.  EDINBURGH 

5. He suggests being on your _ while visiting Loch Ness, in case Nessie should appear. 

GUARD 

6. When referring to gas, he means _. PETROL 

7. The man claims that apart from grain, haggis is made from _ _ . Well, he’s pulling 

your leg. GROUND VENISON 

8. Where does he recommend you should have haggis when in Glasgow? _ _ 

UBIQUITOUS CHIP 

9. What’s the synonym of reservation? _ BOOKING 

10. The man is amazed by Scotland’s _ BEAUTY 

11. What time do pubs close in Glasgow? _ _ AT MIDNIGHT 

 

HASŁO: A PENNY SAVED IS A PENNY GAINED 

BLOG ENTRY 

W tym zadaniu należy uzupełnić tekst podanymi wyrazami. 

I’ve always loved Scotland, its wildlife, rebellious history(1) and the accent of course, but 

until last summer I’d never been(2) there. That was absolutely the most amazing journey(3) 

of my life and I’d like to share my experience with you. 

Before I planned my trip I did a lot of research(4) on the Internet about it. I read about the 

places I must see, watched a lot of films on Youtube, subscribed(5) to a few blogs and a 

couple of Youtube channels. When the big day arrived, I was pretty sure I knew most of the 

things I was supposed to. However, as you might have guessed, I was in for a couple of 

surprises.  

I read everywhere about the unpredictable weather in Scotland, how cold and windy and 

rainy it can get, even in the middle of the summer(6), so I took a warm jacket, a couple of 

jumpers, a woolen(7) hat and wellingtons. I had been told not to stay inside and go 

exploring the countryside even if(8) it rained as I could wait forever for the sunshine. And 



guess(9) what! It was the hottest summer of the century and I looked like a village idiot 

wearing my winter stuff among people in shorts and sandals. So yes, the weather in 

Scotland is unpredictable, but be prepared for all the seasons, not just for winter :) 

The language. Having studied English for over ten years, I was pretty sure I’d be able to 

communicate(10) pretty easily. My English teacher used to say that I sound like a native 

speaker(11) and my vocabulary is really advanced. Well, I started to doubt it the moment I 

arrived in(12) Scotland. Very few people understood me, and I had to repeat every 

sentences two or three times. I, on the other hand, did NOT understand(13)  anybody, it 

was very frustrating. With time I got used to the accent and got much better at working out 

what people were saying to me but the frustration remained. 

Booking in advance(14) is a real must. I thought I could book a hostel two weeks before my 

stay, but it turned out to be almost impossible. I managed to find some last minute 

vacancies, but it cost (15) me a lot of stress and more money than I had anticipated.  

I read that that best way to get around(16) in Scotland is to hire a  car. It was not a problem 

at first as I’m an experienced driver(17) and I had driven on the left(18) when I was in 

England two years before, but many of the roads in Scotland, especially in the Highlands, 

are very narrow(19), with enough space for only one car, that’s why you have to be very 

careful. 

 

That’s it for today. More on my Scottish trip tomorrow. See you :) 

HASŁO: BETTER BEND THAN BREAK 

SCOTTISH GRAMMAR 

W tym zadaniu należy zaznaczyć dwie nieprawidłowe odpowiedzi spinaczem do bielizny, tak 

aby na widoku pozostała prawidłowa odpowiedź z literką do hasła 

1. Have you ever been to Glamis Castle?  

Yes, I _  there last summer. /have been / went / have gone 

2. What _ at?  

My photos from Edinburgh. you are looking /do you look /are you looking 

3. Where  _ every Sunday?  

To Princes Street Gardens to visit Wojtek, The Soldier Bear” do you go/are you 

going/you go 

4. While I _ around Loch Ness, I saw a strange shape. I’m sure it was Nessie. 

walked/was walking/am walking 



5. _ Macbeth?  

You mean the Scottish play? Of course, I’m an actor.  Did you ever read/Were you 

ever reading/Have you ever read 

6. When I went to Edinburgh, I _ a lot of guidebooks. had already read/was already 

reading/have already read 

7. If I were you I _ Glen Coe. It’s breathtaking. will visit/visited/would visit 

8. Why _ this man_ a skirt?  

It’s not a skirt, it’s a kilt. He’s Scottish. is_wearing/do_wear/is_dressed 

9. What _ if you can’t find accommodation in Edinburgh? do you do/will you do/did you 

do 

10. Ben Nevis is UK’s _ mountain. tallest/taller/tall 

11. The Highlands of Scotland are a perfect place for _ walk/walking/to walk 

12. When in Scotland you _ try haggis. must/have/ought 

13. Glasgow is _ than Edinburgh. the biggest/big/bigger 

14.  HM Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother _ in Glamis Castle. has been grown/grew 

up/was grown 

15. We travelled round Scotland _ car. by/on/in 

16. I _ a train from London to Edinburgh, I’ve already bought the ticket. am 

catching/might catch/have caught 

17. What would he do if he _ Nessie? sees/saw/is seeing 

18. I woke up because somebody _ the bagpipes. was playing/played/were playing 

19. When we arrived in Inverness we were exhausted as we _ 15 miles. were 

walking/walked/had walked 

20. When _ Edinburg Castle _? was_built/is_built/has_been built 

21. Do you know who _”Macbeth”?  

Shakespeare, of course. wrote/did write/has written 

22. Scots have a reputation for being _ nation in the world, but I think it’s just a 

stereotype. miserly/the most miserly/more miserly 

23. I’d like _in the caber-tossing competition, but I’m not strong enough. to take 

part/taking part/take part 

24. It’s the first time I_ to Glasgow and I love it. am/was/have been 

25. What _ about Scotland? The whisky. don’t you like/you don't like/you didn't like 

https://www.glamis-castle.co.uk/the-castle/the-queen-mother/


 

HASŁO: LUCK NEVER GIVES; IT ONLY LENDS 

 

SCOTTISH SECRET WORDS 

To zadanie polega na odszyfrowaniu wyrazów z użyciem szyfru 

1. EDINBURGH    CASTLE 

2. LOCH  NESS 

3. AULD   LANG   SYNE 

4. GLASGOW 

5. NESSIE 

6. BEN   NEVIS 

7. ROBERT BURNS 

8. HAGGIS 

9. HIGHLAND   GAMES 

10. KILT 

11. SCOTLAND 

12. SCOTLAND   FLOWER 

13. BRAVEHEART 

14. THISTLE 

15. WHISKY 

16. HOGMANAY 

17. CULLEN   SKINK 

18. LION   RAMPANT 

19. STONE   OF   SCONE 

20. TARTAN 

21. BAGPIPES 

22. HEATHER 

23. QUEEN OF SCOTS 

24. TOSSING THE CABER 

Hasło: SHOULD ALL ACQUAINTANCE BE FORGOT 

ALL→AULD 



SCOTTISH SYMBOLS 

HASŁO: __  __  __     __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __      __  __  __  __  __  __     __  __   

__  __  __  __  __  __  __  __   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

SCOTTISH SAYINGS 

HASŁO: __  __  __  __  __  __     __  __     __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

FAMOUS SCOTS 

HASŁO: __  __     __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __     __      

                                                 __  __  __  __  __  __  __  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

WHAT NOT TO DO IN SCOTLAND 

HASŁO: __     __  __  __  __  __      __  __  __  __  __      __  __     __      

__  __  __  __  __       __  __  __  __  __  __  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

BLOG ENTRY 

HASŁO: __  __  __  __  __  __       __  __  __  __       __  __  __  __    __  __  __  __  __  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

SCOTTISH GRAMMAR 

HASŁO: __  __  __  __     __  __  __  __  __      __  __  __  __  __ ;     __  __    

                             __  __  __  __       __  __  __  __  __  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SCOTTISH SECRET WORDS 

Hasło: __  __  __  __  __  __      __  __  __       

__  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __       __  __      __  __  __  __  __  __  

How does this version differ from the original? _______ → ________ 



A: Have you ever been to Glamis 
Castle?  

B: Yes, I _ there last summer.  
1 

have been S 

went L 

have gone K 

 

A: What _ at?  
B: My photos from Edinburgh. 

2 

you are looking O 

do you look A 

are you looking U 

 

A: Where _ every Sunday?  
B: To Princes Street Gardens to 

visit Wojtek, The Soldier 
Bear”  

3 

do you go C 

are you going B 

you go M 

 

While I _ around Loch Ness, I 
saw a strange shape. I’m sure it 

was Nessie. 
4 

walked T 

was walking K 

am walking J 

 

A: _ Macbeth?  
B: You mean the Scottish play? 

Of course, I’m an actor.  
5 

Did you ever read P 

Were you ever 
reading L 

Have you ever read N 

 

When I went to Edinburgh, I _ a 
lot of guidebooks. 

6 

had already read E 

was already 
reading 

A 

have already read O 

 

If I were you, I _ Glen Coe. It’s 
breathtaking. 

7 

will visit W 

visited H 

would visit V 

 

A: Why _ this man_ a skirt?  
B: It’s not a skirt, it’s a kilt. He’s 

Scottish.  
8 

is _ wearing E 

do _ wear U 

is _ dressed I 

 

What __ if you can’t find 
accommodation in Edinburgh?  

9 

do you do T 

will you do R 

did you do D 

 

Ben Nevis is UK’s _ mountain. 10 

tallest G 

taller K 

tall W 

 



The Highlands of Scotland are 
a perfect place for _. 

11 

walk A 

walking I 

to walk U 

 

When in Scotland you _ try 
haggis. 

12 

must V 

have L 

ought S 

 

Glasgow is _ than Edinburgh. 13 

the biggest O 

big I 

bigger E 

 

HM Queen Elizabeth the Queen 
Mother _ in Glamis Castle.  

14 

has been grown T 

grew up S 

was grown P 

 

We travelled round Scotland _ 
car.  

15 

by I 

on A 

in O 

 

I _ a train from London to 
Edinburgh, I’ve already bought 

the ticket. 
16 

am catching T 

might catch S 

have caught P 

 

What would he do if he _ 
Nessie?  

17 

sees I 

saw O 

is seeing U 

 

I woke up because somebody _ 
the bagpipes. 

18 

was playing N 

played M 

were playing R 

 

When we arrived in Inverness 
we were exhausted as we _ 15 

miles. 
19 

were walking T 

walked V 

had walked L 

 

When _ Edinburgh Castle _? 20 

was _ built Y 

is _ built R 

has _ been built V 

 

https://www.glamis-castle.co.uk/the-castle/the-queen-mother/
https://www.glamis-castle.co.uk/the-castle/the-queen-mother/


A: Do you know who 
_”Macbeth”?  

B: Shakespeare, of course.  
21 

wrote L 

did write K 

has written W 

 

Scots have a reputation for 
being _ nation in the world, but 

I think it’s just a stereotype. 
22 

miserly I 

the most miserly E 

more miserly A 

 

I’d like _ in the caber-tossing 
competition, but I’m not strong 

enough. 
23 

to take part N 

taking part M 

take part S 

 

It’s the first time I _ to Glasgow 
and I love it. 

24 

am G 

was K 

have been D 

 

A: What _ about Scotland?  
B: The whisky. 25 

don’t you like S 

you don't like P 

you didn't like R 

 

 



BLOG ENTRY: MY TRIP TO SCOTLAND 

 

I’ve always loved Scotland, its wildlife, rebellious _ (1) and the accent 

of course, but until last summer I’d never _ (2) there. That was 

absolutely the most amazing _ (3) of my life and I’d like to share my 

experience with you.  

 

Before I planned my trip I did a lot of _ (4) on the Internet about it. I 

read about the places I must see, watched a lot of films on Youtube, 

_(5) to a few blogs and a couple of Youtube channels. When the big 

day arrived, I was pretty sure I knew most of the things I was supposed 

to. However, as you might have guessed, I was in for a couple of 

surprises.  

 

I read everywhere about the unpredictable weather in Scotland, how 

cold and windy and rainy it can get, even in the _(6) of the summer, so I took a warm jacket, a couple of 

jumpers, a _ (7) hat and wellingtons. I had been told not to stay inside and go exploring the countryside even 

_(8) it rained as I could wait forever for the sunshine. And _(9) what! It was the hottest summer of the century 

and I looked like a village idiot wearing my winter stuff among people in shorts and sandals. So yes, the 

weather in Scotland is unpredictable, but be prepared for all the seasons, not just for winter :)  

 

The language. Having studied English for over ten years, I was pretty sure I’d be able to _(10) pretty easily. 

My English teacher used to say that I sound like a native _ (11) and my vocabulary is really advanced. Well, 

I started to doubt it the moment I arrived _ (12) Scotland. Very few people understood me, and I had to repeat 

every sentence two or three times. I, on the other hand, did NOT _ (13) anybody, it was very frustrating. With 

time I got used to the accent and got much better at working out what people were saying to me but the 

frustration remained.  

 

Booking in _ (14) is a real must. I thought I could book a hostel two weeks before my stay, but it turned out 

to be almost impossible. I managed to find some last minute vacancies, but it _ (15) me a lot of stress and 

more money than I had anticipated.  

I read that that best way to get _ (16) in Scotland is to hire a  car. It was not a problem at first as I’m an 

experienced _ (17) and I had driven on the _ (18) when I was in England two years before, but many of the 

roads in Scotland, especially in the Highlands, are very _ (19), with enough space for only one car, that’s why 

you have to be very careful.  

 

That’s it for today. More on my Scottish trip tomorrow. See you :)  

 
  



CUT 
 

HISTORY B BEEN E JOURNEY T 

RESEARCH T SUBSCRIBED E SUMMER R 

WOOLEN B IF E GUESS N 

COMMUNICATE D SPEAKER T IN H 

UNDERSTAND A ADVANCE N COST B 

AROUND R DRIVER E LEFT A 

NARROW K RIGHT L AT S 

GONE O PAID D WIDE T 

CYCLIST U     

 
  



KEY: 

I’ve always loved Scotland, its wildlife, rebellious history(1) and the accent of course, but until last summer 
I’d never been(2) there. That was absolutely the most amazing journey(3) of my life and I’d like to share 
my experience with you. 

Before I planned my trip I did a lot of research(4) on the Internet about it. I read about the places I must 
see, watched a lot of films on Youtube, subscribed(5) to a few blogs and a couple of Youtube channels. 
When the big day arrived, I was pretty sure I knew most of the things I was supposed to. However, as you 
might have guessed, I was in for a couple of surprises.  

I read everywhere about the unpredictable weather in Scotland, how cold and windy and rainy it can get, 
even in the middle of the summer(6), so I took a warm jacket, a couple of jumpers, a woolen(7) hat and 
wellingtons.I had been told not to stay inside and go exploring the countryside even if(8) it rained as I could 
wait forever for the sunshine. And guess(9) what! It was the hottest summer of the century and I looked like 
a village idiot wearing my winter stuff among people in shorts and sandals. So yes, the weather in Scotland 
is unpredictable, but be prepared for all the seasons, not just for winter :) 

The language. Having studied English for over ten years, I was pretty sure I’d be able to communicate(10) 
pretty easily. My English teacher used to say that I sound like a native speaker(11) and my vocabulary is 
really advanced. Well, I started to doubt it the moment I arrived in(12) Scotland. Very few people 
understood me, and I had to repeat every sentences two or three times. I, on the other hand, did NOT 
understand(13)  anybody, it was very frustrating. With time I got used to the accent and got much better at 
working out what people were saying to me but the frustration remained. 

Booking in advance(14) is a real must. I thought I could book a hostel two weeks before my stay, but it 
turned out to be almost impossible. I managed to find some last minute vacancies, but it cost (15) me a lot 
of stress and more money than I had anticipated.  

I read that that best way to get around(16) in Scotland is to hire a  car. It was not a problem at first as I’m 
an experienced driver(17) and I had driven on the left(18) when I was in England two years before, but 
many of the roads in Scotland, especially in the Highlands, are very narrow(19), with enough space for 
only one car, that’s why you have to be very careful. 

 

That’s it for today. More on my Scottish trip tomorrow. See you :) 

 



Bonnie Prince 
Charlie 

 

initiated the Jacobite 
uprising of 1745, was 
defeated at the battle of 

Culloden 

    

Tilda Swinton 

 

starred as the White Witch 
in the Chronicles of Narnia 

series 

    

Gordon Brown 

 

was the UK Prime Minister 
from 2007 to 2010 

    

David Livingstone 

 

explored Africa in order to 
find the sources of the Nile 

River 

    

Alexander Selkirk 

 

was a Scottish sailor, he 
was the inspiration for 

Daniel Defoe’s ‘Robinson 
Crusoe 

    

Robert Louis 
Stevenson 

 

wrote ‘Dr Jekyll and Mr 
Hyde’ 

    

Gordon Ramsay 

 

a famous British chef born 
in Scotland 



    

Sean Connery 

 

starred as James Bond and 
the father of Indiana Jones 

    

Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle 

 

wrote short stories about 
the detective Sherlock 

Holmes 

    

Ewan McGregor 

 

starred as the young Obi 
Wan Kenobi in the Star 

Wars series 

    

David Hume 

 

was a famous Scottish 
philosopher of the 

Enlightenment 

    

Alexander 
Fleming 

 

discovered Penicillin 

    

William Wallace 

 

led a revolt against the 
English, he was the hero of 
the famous film Braveheart 

    

Adam Smith 

 

was known as the Father of Modern 
Economics, authored An Inquiry into 
the Nature and Causes of the Wealth 

of Nations in 1776 

    



Mary Stuart 

 

Queen of Scots, was 
executed by order of 

Elizabeth I 

    

Robert Burns 

 

was a Romantic poet, he 
wrote Auld lang Syne 

    

James Watt 

 

created an efficient steam 
engine 

    

J. K. Rowling 

 

is the author of the Harry 
Potter series 

    

Andy Murray 

 

is a professional tennis 
player from Scotland 

    

Sir Walter Scott 

 

was a historical novelist, 
playwright and poet, he 

wrote e.g. Ivanhoe and Rob 
Roy 

    

Tony Blair 

 

was the UK Prime Minister 
from 1997 to 2007 

 







SCOTTISH SECRET WORDS 

A B C D E F G H 

I J K L M N O P 

Q R S T U V W X 

Y Z       

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

4 

5 

6 



7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 



17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

 

  



DECODING SHEET 

1.  __  __  __  __  __    __  __  __      __  __  __  __  __  __  

2.  __  __    __    __  __  __  __  

3.  __  __  __       __  __  __  __     __  __  __  __  

4.  __  __  __  __  __    __  

5.  __  __  __  __  __    

6.  __  __  __     __    __  __  __  

7.  __    __  __  __  __   __    __  __  __  

8.  __  __  __    __  __  

9.  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __     __    __  __  __  

10.  __  __  __    

11.  __  __  __  __  __  __    __  

12.  __  __    __  __  __  __  __       __  __  __  __  __  

13.    __  __  __  __  __  __    __  __  



14.  __  __  __  __  __    __  

15.  __  __    __  __  __  

16.    __  __  __  __  __  __  __  

17.  __  __  __    __  __     __  __  __  __  __  

18.    __  __  __       __  __  __  __  __  __  

19.  __  __  __    __     __  __     __    __  __  __  

20.  __  __  __  __    __  

21.  __  __  __  __  __  __  __    

22.  __  __    __  __  __  __  

23.  __ __ __ __    __ __    __ __ __ __ __ 

24.  __ __ __ __ __ __   __ __ __   __ __ __ __ __ 

Write the marked letters in the order they appear in the answers. 

                             

13 11 6 25 23 21 28 4 27 18 17 19 3 24 22 10 5 15 2 9 8 26 16 20 7 1 14 12 29 

Now write them in the correct order 

                             

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

  



ANSWER KEY 

1. EDINBURGH    CASTLE 

2. LOCH  NESS 

3. AULD   LANG   SYNE 

4. GLASGOW 

5. NESSIE 

6. BEN   NEVIS 

7. ROBERT BURNS 

8. HAGGIS 

9. HIGHLAND   GAMES 

10. KILT 

11. SCOTLAND 

12. SCOTLAND   FLOWER 

13. BRAVEHEART 

14. THISTLE 

15. WHISKY 

16. HOGMANAY 

17. CULLEN   SKINK 

18. LION   RAMPANT 

19. STONE   OF   SCONE 

20. TARTAN 

21. BAGPIPES 

22. HEATHER 

23. QUEEN OF SCOTS 

24. TOSSING THE CABER 

Hasło: SHOULD ALL ACQUAINTANCE BE FORGOT 



WHAT NOT TO DO IN SCOTLAND 

 
 

Watch the film – scan the QR code and complete the sentences. Use the answer sheet. 
 

 

1. The man went to Scotland on a _ 
trip.  

2. He advises American tourists not 
to try to _ in, because their 
accents will reveal them 
immediately. . 

3. You stick out like a _ _ as an 
American tourist.  

4. In the word _ the letter G is 
silent.   

5. He suggests being on your _ while visiting Loch Ness, in case Nessie 
should appear.  

6. When referring to gas, he means _.  
7. The man claims that apart from grain, haggis is made from _ _ . 

Well, he’s pulling your leg.  
8. Where does he recommend you should have haggis when in Glasgow? 

_ _  
9. What’s the synonym of reservation? _  
10. The man is amazed by Scotland’s _  
11. What time do pubs close in Glasgow? _ _  

  



ANSWER SHEET 

1. __ __ __ __  __ __  

2. __ __ __  __ 

3. __ __ __   __ __ __ __ __ 

4.  __ __  __ __ __  __ 

5. __ __  __  

6.  __ __ __ __ __ 

7. __ __ __ __ __       __ __ __ __  

8. __ __  __ __ __ __ __ __    __ __ __  

9. __ __ __ __  __ __ 

10. __   __ __  

11.  __   __ __ __  __ __ __ __ 

Write the marked letters in the order they appear in your answers. 

                       

21 6 5 9 22 4 18 7 23 2 10 8 3 16 20 12 13 11 14 19 17 1 15 
Now write them in the correct order 

                       

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 



ANSWER SHEET 
1. BUSINESS 
2. BLEND 
3. SORE THUMB 
4. EDINBURGH 
5. GUARD 
6. PETROL 
7. GROUND VENISON 
8. UBIQUITOUS CHIP 
9. BOOKING 
10. BEAUTY 
11. AT MIDNIGHT 

 
HASŁO: A PENNY SAVED IS A PENNY GAINED 
 


